Eight bushbabies were subjected to an extensive series of hand preference trials in which they were required to reach for a raisin from a rotating platform approaching from the rightor left-hand side of their visual field. Three principal types of behavior were observed. Several individuals known to be stable in hand preference continued to show a strong preference for a single hand. Another group, including some previously categorized as stable, exhibited ''ambidextrous'' cross-body reaching behavior. One individual exhibited far more complex behavior, being ambidextrous at low and very high speeds but lateralized at intermediate speeds. A straightforward adaptation of the dynamical neural field theory of Schöner et al. (1997) provides a model allowing each type of behavior, except possibly the shift from lateralized behavior to ambidextrous behavior at high speed, which might nonetheless be accommodated with minor modification.
INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, laterality (left-right behavioral asymmetry) in nonhuman primates has become a recognized and widely studied phenomenon. In particular, the preferential use of one hand over the other has been studied intensively (see Ward & Hopkins, 1993) . One of the principal motives for this emphasis on the phenomenon of hand preference in nonhuman primates has been to discover factors that may be crucial for understanding how handedness develops in humans.
It is now well established that several species of monkey in fact exhibit preferences for using one hand over the other in a variety of reaching and manipulatory tasks. This research also shows that handedness in the monkey tends to be less stable than handedness in humans. In fact, consistent shift of hand preference has often been observed as a function of change in test conditions (Ward & Cantalupo, 1997 , Cantalupo & Ward, 2000 . Some factors that seem to play a role in the propensity to shift hand preference have been identified (e.g., posture assumed during testing; presence of other lateral preferences, like eye-dominance). However, a thorough understanding of the causes underlying the phenomenon has not yet been achieved, and no coherent theoretical explanation has been found that relates the instability in handedness shown by monkeys to the relatively more stable handedness of humans.
In this context, the study of self-organization in complex dynamic systems offers an exciting possibility of finding a new basis for understanding the expression of handedness. Self-organization, that is the spontaneous emergence of structure in a dynamical system, is a very common phenomenon in the nonbiological world. This phenomenon has been extensively studied by physicists and physical chemists, and several models have been developed to explain the self-organized dynamics of complex physical systems. In general, models of the dynamical systems type try to provide a geometrical picture of the possible states for a system (Nicolis & Prigogine, 1989) . The picture can be thought of as a topographic map with low areas (basins) corresponding to stable behaviors and higher ground describing how switches in behavior play out in time. For a monkey catching a ball, for instance, there might be one basin for two-handed catching and separate basins for one-handed catching with the right and left hands. The behavior actually exhibited might depend on the speed
